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Spring Security 3.1Packt Publishing, 2012

	Knowing that experienced hackers are itching to test your skills makes security one of the most difficult and high-pressure concerns of creating an application. The complexity of properly securing an application is compounded when you must also integrate this factor with existing code, new technologies, and other frameworks. Use this book to...
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Customer Success with Microsoft Dynamics Sure StepPackt Publishing, 2014

	Having invested in Microsoft Dynamics, your enterprise will want to make a success of it, which is where this guide to Sure Step comes in, teaching you how to apply the methodologies to ensure optimum results.


	Overview

	
		Understand how Sure Step helps you envision and implement the right Microsoft Dynamics...
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The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated StandardAddison Wesley, 2003
The Common Language Infrastructure Annotated Standard is the definitive guide to understanding the annotated specification for the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) standard. With annotations and code samples from both the ECMA standards committee and the Microsoft Common Language Runtime (CLR) team, this book goes...
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Architect's Portable HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2003
FROM CONCEPTION TO COMPLETION, NO ARCHITECTURAL PROJECT SHOULD PROCEED WITHOUT THIS BOOK!
Includes the new International and NFPA building codes! 


 When it comes to providing architects with quick, accurate guidance for a complete range of on-the-job issues, no book matches The Architect's Portable...
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LINQ in ActionManning Publications, 2008
LINQ, Language INtegrated Query, is a new extension to the Visual Basic and C# programming languages designed to simplify data queries and database interaction. It addreses O/R mapping issues by making query operations like SQL statements part of the programming language. It also offers built-in support for querying in-memory collections like...
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GMPLS: Architecture and Applications (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
"This is a strong author team and they have produced a much-needed and timely book" 
--Bruce Davie, Cisco Fellow

"GMPLS technology provides a keystone for next generation integrated optical networks, and this book is the one-stop reference on the subject."
--Kireeti Kompella, Juniper Networks and CCAMP...
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The Definitive Guide to SOA: Oracle® Service Bus, Second EditionApress, 2008
The Definitive Guide to SOA: Oracle® Service Bus, Second Edition targets professional software developers and architects who know enterprise development but are new to enterprise service buses (ESBs) and service–oriented architecture (SOA) development. This is the first book to cover a practical approach to SOA using the BEA...
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The Definitive Guide to Interwoven TeamSite (Definitive Guides)Apress, 2006

	Adigital flood is upon us. Content inundates us. It begins as bits of content swirling everywhere—a document, an image, a written corporate procedure, a web page, or an email. The binary mist mixes, combines, and rains down on us. It pools in laptops, on desktops, and in server farms. Creeks and streams meander to corporate reservoirs....
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Getting Started with HazelcastPackt Publishing, 2013

	An easy-to-follow and hands-on introduction to the highly scalable data distribution system, Hazelcast, and its advanced features.


	Overview

	
		Understand how to revolutionize the way you share data across your application
	
		A one-stop guide to this bleeding edge technology
	
		Store...
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SQL Server 7 Backup & RecoveryMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Protect your organization's most valuable asset--its data. Develop and implement a thorough data protection solution for your SQL Server 7 database environment. SQL Server 7 Backup & Recovery is your one-stop resource for planning, developing, implementing, and managing backup and restore procedures. Learn to execute data protection strategies,...
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Hands-On DevOps with Vagrant: Implement end-to-end DevOps and infrastructure management using VagrantPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Use Vagrant to easily build complete development environments

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement DevOps with Vagrant effectively
	
			Integrate Vagrant with different tools such as Puppet, Chef, and Docker
	
			Manage infrastructure with a practical approach


	...
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Java Development with AntManning Publications, 2002
This book is about Ant, the award-winning Java build tool. Ant has become the centerpiece of so many projects’ build processes because it is easy to use, is platform independent, and addresses the needs of today’s projects to automate testing and deployment. From its beginnings as a helper application to compile Tomcat, Sun’s (now...
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